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Abstract
Introduction Flight path optimization is designed for minimizing environmental impacts of aircraft around airports
during approaches. The main objective of this paper is
to develop a model of optimal flight paths taking into
account jet noise, fuel consumption, constraints and extreme
operational limits of the aircraft in approach.
Materials and methods Optimal control problem combining
aircraft flight paths, noise and fuel consumption is modeled
and solved. Outputs, algorithm efficiency and their ability to be interfaced with the in-flight management system,
respecting airspace system regulation constraints, are analyzed. Measurements of aircraft noise are carried out around
Saint-Exupery Lyon International Airport for one year, and
INM simulations are performed.
Results and conclusion A two-segment approach is considered as an optimal trajectory. Aircraft alignment on the
runway axis with a slope between 3◦ and 4.5◦ during the last
approach segment is obtained and the descent rate is about
1060 ft/mn. This particularly characterizes the continuous
descent approach having the potential to reduce noise emission by −4 dB and fuel consumption by −20 % to −10 %
during the approach. Because of the suggested trajectory,
optimized noise levels are less than the measured and INM
values given by the empirical trajectory. Optimal trajectory
consumes less than the standard one; and it can be integrated
in the aircraft FMS and the autopilot system. This is one of
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the promising objectives of this research. To conclude, environmental impacts and fuel consumption are reduced by the
use of aircraft trajectory optimization during arrivals.
Keywords Environment · Impacts · Aircraft · Flight path ·
Noise reduction · Fuel consumption

1 Introduction
The airspace system is becoming increasingly congested as
the number of aircraft operations grows to meet passenger
and goods demands. The bulk of traffic contributes to airport
traffic saturation. Due to this increase, populations living
near airports, as well as the environment, are impacted by
commercial aircraft.
Aircraft noise is considered to be one of the most significant environmental concerns in the local communities of
modern cities, affecting people living near airports. This is
supported by evidence that aircraft noise exposure is associated with reduced well-being, lower self-reported quality of
life and higher levels of self-reported stress, anxiety, depression and psychological morbidity. Significant work has been
done in the area of noise effects reflecting different aspects
of annoyance and human health considerations. This is a
critical issue that affects the sustainability of commercial
aviation. Different solutions have been attempted to control aircraft noise at airports. Nevertheless, noise levels in
the vicinity of airports, in particular under the take-off and
landing flight paths remain high and disrupt the quality of
life of local residents. This is considered today to be one
of the most significant environmental concerns affecting
population and the environment [1].
The historical trend in aircraft noise has shown a reduction of approximately 20 dB since the 1960s largely due to
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the adoption of high bypass turbofans and more effective
lining materials. Reductions since the mid-eighties have not
been as dramatic. The point seems to have been reached
where future improvements through technological advances
will be possible only by significantly trading off operating
costs for environmental performance.
In addition, a number of major European airports have
reached their environmental capacity before having made
full use of their runway and terminal infrastructures. Thus,
the significant environmental challenges of the Advisory
Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe have been
sub-divided into four goals:

this is considered impractical because the pilot workloads
and flight safety decrease). Modification of the ends of flap
sections and other aerodynamic treatment will have some
success; but there is no great optimism. It is necessary
to examine the potential for modified approach procedures that can benefit both airlines and the communities.
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has
recognized the potential benefits of using advanced flight
guidance technology to reduce the impact of aircraft noise
[2, 23, 26, 42]. ICAO charged its Noise Abatement Operating Measures Subgroup (NAOMSG) with the following
tasks:

–

1.

–
–
–

To reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by
50 %;
To reduce perceived external noise by 50 %;
To reduce NOx by 80 %;
To make substantial progress in reducing the environmental impact of the manufacture, maintenance and
disposal of aircraft and related products.

Contributors to noise reduction should encompass technology related elements such as the Quiet Aircraft and
Rotorcraft of the future as well as further actions aimed at
establishing efficient Environmental Practices by way of
Noise Abatement Procedures and Management of Noise
Impact.
The control of noise around airports is a complex matter
because it depends on many different factors, and many
different issues are involved. Significant research is currently being undertaken with the goal of reducing aircraft
noise. Existing projects have already identified a number of
promising procedures and methods that could be applied to
achieve an harmonized approach within the EU and further
steps should go a step further, by developing enabling technologies, tools and methods to ensure the safe, efficient and
economic operation of new noise abatement procedures.
The suggested research activities for aircraft should cover
both:
–

–

–

The definition of noise abatement flight procedures
through flight test demonstrations, taking account of the
safety and of operational constraints.
The development of pilot aids to ease the different
operations through specific control laws using specific
guidance system (as for instance GPS or D-GPS).
The development of real time noise footprint assessment to be used for in-flight demonstration and for
piloted simulation to elaborate control strategies.

These activities generally fall into one of the three categories: noise source modifications (e.g. retrofitting engine
nacelles with sound absorption material), land use regulations (e.g. zoning land near an airport as nonresidential), and
operational controls (e.g. power cutbacks during operations;

2.

3.

4.

Describe effective existing noise abatement operational
procedures and strategies.
Evaluate the critical components of aircraft flight procedures that can minimize source noise emissions and
community exposure.
Identify emerging and future airport systems technologies in the fields of flight management, ATC and
airport capacity which could also serve to minimize
community noise exposure.
Conceive new operating procedures to reduce community noise exposure taking into account the emerging
and future technologies identified in 3.

It should be remembered that the assessment of the
appropriate noise abatement procedure to use needs to
consider several coupled factors:
–
–
–
–
–
–

aircraft performance and trajectory;
noise generated by the aircraft;
population distribution and density;
flight safety and pilot acceptance;
guidance and navigation requirements;
local atmospheric conditions.

Advanced flight guidance technologies, which are currently in use, such as Area Navigation (RNAV) utilizing
the Global Positioning System (GPS), offer the potential
to reduce the impact of aircraft noise in communities surrounding airports by enabling more flexible approach and
departure procedures that reduce noise exposure to the most
sensitive areas.
A balanced approach to environmental protection has
been developed under ICAO and it includes protection
from excessive aircraft noise first. There are several procedures that have been implemented in aircraft operation
world-wide:
1)
2)
3)

low-noise take-off and approach flight procedures;
optimal distribution of the aircraft among the routes;
flight route optimization in the airport vicinity. In combination, the aircraft, airport, and the community form
a closed system. If flight procedures are the means of
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operating that system, then the noise abatement procedure represents a way of operating the system with
lower noise impact.
The Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) presented the following described Balanced
Approach on aircraft noise management around airports [2,
17, 26, 41].
Concept of a balanced approach An aircraft is a major
investment, with a useful economic life of 25 years or more.
Operation of an aircraft includes airframe and engine performance. The performance of an aircraft must address the
overriding issue of safety, as well as mission or performance
efficiencies, economics, and environmental objectives.
Across the various organizations, the EU, the United
States, and ICAO the fundamental approach to analysis
and management or control of aircraft noise is similar.
All recommend a “balanced” approach that includes at
least four ingredients: noise control at the source (the aircraft), land-use planning around airports, noise abatement
operating procedures for aircraft, and restrictions on operations. In addition to these four categories, in the United
States, the FAA includes airport layout and ICAO recognizes noise charges. To pursue the balanced approach,
specific tools are required. First, metrics or indicators of
noise must be identified, noise effects or impacts in relation to the indicators need to be defined, and a method
for computing the values of the metrics in communities
around airports is required. The ICAO Assembly endorsed
the concept of a balanced approach to aircraft noise management. Within ICAO, CAEP developed the requisite
guidance material. Four distinct elements have to be considered and analyzed: Airspace, airfield, terminal, ground
access.
Most of the world major airports have operational constraints or capacity limits based upon noise. But the future
potential growths of air traffic imply that emission sources
in the future will increase in importance. The study of integrated airport impact shows that it is necessary to introduce
the concept of airport traffic (operational) capacity according to environmental safety conditions. Evaluation of an
airport impact on surrounding environment could be realized by defining environmental capacity of an airport. It
means reduction of an airport’s capacity so as to ensure that
airport environmental performances comply with the environmental rules. Operational capacity of an airport can be
measured as the number of runway-taxiways slots, the terminal capacity or capacity of the apron areas. It is limited
only by means of flight safety. The economic capacity of
an airport can be measured as the maximum number of
passengers or aircraft, which can be accommodated on a
particular day with a given amount of infrastructure under
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given economic conditions. In a short term, airport service load during peak and off-peak period determine these
conditions. In long term, the availability of investments
for airport expansion principally determines the economic
conditions.
The impacts of the airport operation upon the local
environment are a major issue, which will affect both the
capacity and the potential for future growth. This concept
of environmental capacity as it applies to airports can be
approached in at least two ways: the first is that an airport
operational capacity is less than the total sum of the individual environmental mitigation measure already in place
at that airport. The second is or could ever lead to an environmentally optimal solution. It is necessary to identify and
separate short term concerns which mainly affect quality of
life (e.g. aircraft noise) from long term issues which mainly
affect the assimilative capacity of the environment to cope
with what we are throwing at it (e.g. pollution and global
warming). In addition, it is necessary to assess the viability of the environmental mitigation measures that are in
the airport territory and in the vicinity. For example, many
major airports have long-established night flight restrictions
whose aim has been to protect local communities from
excessive exposure from aircraft noise. From an environmental capacity perspective, such restrictions may be seen
as short-run, quality of life issue and a successful mitigation measure but with potentially more serious long term
environmental consequences.
Thus, CAEP identified noise problem and discussed the
measures for its reduction and control. Among four elements of a Balanced Approach, current investigations deal
with Noise Abatement Procedures (NAP), which according to ICAO’s policies, enable the reduction of noise during
aircraft operations. New flight path development is a solution which should contribute to a decrease of aircraft noise
annoyance. It will also meet objectives 2020 of the Advisory
Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe (ACARE).
CAEP, OACI and ACARE reported that flight path optimization can provide a sizable decrease in noise impact
depending not only on the population distribution, but on
the types and the numbers of aircraft operations.
This environmental problem can only be solved within
the framework of a balanced global vision for a sustainable air transport involving new technology engines and
fuselages, breakthrough technologies, the design of new
procedures and flight paths, airspace management, new
regulation rules and certification. Thus, technological developments, airspace management, operational improvement
and system efficiency should be considered as environmental innovations. There is no justification that air transport will not continue to progress without decreasing its
environmental impacts [2]. The applied procedures are
not optimized but are generic in nature. New flight path
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optimization, associated with new aircraft design and
engines, is a solution which should contribute to a decrease
in aircraft annoyances. Noise abatement procedures are considered as a necessary measure for a balanced approach of
noise control around airports and for fuel consumption saving. Any system, which defines the correct features of the
optimized flight paths for aircraft in specific conditions,
would be useful for environmental impact control. Developments cannot be carried out without improvement modeling.
This consists of developing efficient processing tools which
allow in-flight diagnosis and control in real-time taking into
account the FMS (flight management system) functionalities and the AMS (airspace management system) updates.
Flight path optimization is an innovative solution in the
short run, making a significant contribution to the reduction
of commercial aircraft impact on the environment possible.
This paper presents a dynamic method providing optimal
flight paths which minimize aircraft impacts and fuel consumption. This is an optimal control problem to be solved.
The main features of the suggested method are its effectiveness and its resolution speed. It shows a significant potential
of its own integration in the avionic systems. That is why
in this paper we have solved the flight path optimization
problem with the aim of confirming its advantages, reliability and features. We have suggested an optimization
method for solving a model governed by an ODE system
[3, 4] providing the best flight path suitable for noise and
fuel consumption reduction. The cost function of this model
describes aircraft noise and fuel consumption [5, 6]. The
ODE depends on the flight dynamics of the aircraft, and
considers flight safety and stability requirements. Numerical methods which solve the ODE fall into several categories
[7–11] which depend on the case study. Thus, it is necessary to choose, to improve or develop a new method. In
this context, this paper gives numerical considerations and
algorithms for solving the control problem stressing the
computing times with the aim of finding the best aircraft
approach able to reduce noise and favoring economization
of fuel consumption. The applied approach has been used
to reduce the (OCP ) to a finite-dimensional nonlinear program which is solved by a standard nonlinear programming
solver.
Optimality conditions, given by Pontryagin’s principle,
have been discretized. A combination of the AMPL model
(A Modeling Language for Mathematical Programming)
[12] and an NLP solver [13–15] has been performed for
calculations. In-depth details have been described in previous papers [16–19]. Technically, we analyze the processing
outputs and algorithm efficiency and their ability to be
interfaced with the in-flight management system respecting airspace system regulation constraints. This integration
could compensate both the growth in air traffic and the
encroachment of airport-neighboring communities.
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This paper presents an introduction giving the optimal
control problem and resolution, numerical results followed
by an experimental measurements analysis and a conclusion. Measurements of aircraft noise, recorded under
the flight path close to Saint-Exupery Lyon International
Airport, are given. To validate the optimization method,
the measured noise levels were compared to noise values
obtained by INM for standard trajectories and by optimization method of flight path.

2 Optimal control problem and resolution
We present in this section a summary of the optimal control
problem to be solved which is described in previous papers
[16–19]. The system of differential equations commonly
employed in aircraft trajectory analysis is the following sixdimensional system (ED) derived at the center of mass of
the aircraft [16, 20]:

(ED1 )

(ED2 )

⎧


T cos α − D
⎪
⎪
−
sin
γ
V̇
=
g
⎪
⎪
⎪
mg
⎪
⎪
⎨
1
γ̇ =
((T sin α + L) cos μ − mg cos γ )
⎪
mV
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(T sin α + L) sin μ
⎪
⎪
⎩ χ̇ =
mV cos γ
⎧
⎨ ẋ = V cos γ cos χ
ẏ = V cos γ sin χ
⎩
ḣ = V sin γ

where V , γ , χ, α and μ are respectively the speed, the angle
of descent, the yaw angle, the angle of attack and the roll
angle. (x, y, h) is the position of the aircraft. The variables
T , D, L, m and g are respectively the engine thrust, the
drag force, the lift force, the aircraft mass and the aircraft
weight acceleration given in previous papers [16, 19–21].
(ED) can be written in the following matrix form ż(t) =
f (z(t), u(t)), where:
z : [t0 , tf ] → R6
t → z(t) = [V (t), γ (t), χ(t), x(t), y(t), h(t)]
are the state variables
3
u : [t0 , tf ] → R
t → u(t) = [α(t), δx (t), μ(t)] are the control variables
and t0 and tf are the initial and final times.
Along the flight path, we have to respect parameter limits
related to the flight safety and the operational modes of the
aircraft. Aircraft modeling continues to meet the increased
demands associated with aviation and airport expansion.
Aircraft noise footprints are commonly used for forecasting the impact of new developments, quantifying the noise
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trends around airports and evaluating new tools. Thus, aircraft models have become more sophisticated and their
validation complex. A number of them are entirely based
on empirical data. Because of this complexity, such models
are not characterized by a given analytical form describing
noise at reception points on the ground. This paper uses the
basic principles of aircraft noise modeling. The cost function may be chosen as any of the usual aircraft noise indices,
which describes the effective noise level of the aircraft noise
event [22, 23]. This study is limited to minimize the maximum noise level using a semi-empirical model of jet noise
[5, 6, 24–26]. The cost function is expressed in the following
form:


J : C 1 [t0 , tf ], R 6 × C 1 [t0 , tf ], R4 → R
tf

J (X(t), U (t))=

((X(t),U (t))+φ(X(t), tf − t0 ))dt
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is obtained by having the same system dimension. To solve
(OCP ) problems, many methods exist in the open literature [31–36]. In this paper, we have used the optimal control
technique developed in the references [16–19] which we
have summarized. In depth calculation, details are given in
the quoted papers. We stated that:

where λ, μ are the multiplicators associated to the constraints and p is the costate vector [37]. We describe the
optimality conditions (OC) for the (OCP ) as:

t0

where J is the criterion which optimizes noise levels completed by the cost describing fuel consumption φ. The cost
function, related to maximum emitted noise and fuel consumption function, can be written in the following integral
form:


J : C 1 [t0 , tf ], R6 × C 1 [t0 , tf ], R3 → R
J (z(t), u(t)) =

tf

((z(t), u(t)) + φ(z(t), (tf − t0 )))dt

t0

where J is the criterion to be optimized. Finding an optimal
trajectory can be stated as an optimal control problem as
follows (t0 = 0):
⎧
tf
⎪
⎪
((z(t), u(t))+φ(z(t), tf ))dt
min
J
(z,
u)=
⎪
⎪
⎨
0
ż(t) = f (z(t), u(t)), ∀t ∈ [0, tf ]
(OCP )
⎪
⎪
z
⎪
I (0) = c1 , zI2 (tf ) = c2
⎪
⎩ 1
a ≤ C(z(t), u(t)) ≤ b
where J : Rn+m → R, f : Rn+m → Rn and C : Rn+m →
Rq correspond respectively to the cost function, the
dynamic of the problem having a unique state trajectory
and the constraints. The second equation giving the trajectory is a nonlinear system with states in R n . In this paper,
limit conditions are specified and their values are given or
kept free. tf is also fixed. Different methods for solving the
optimal control problem exist in the open literature. There
are no practical theoretical limitations to using those methods that cannot be guaranteed to provide a global solution.
We assume that the problem has an optimal solution with
an optimal cost. In this paper, we have applied an indirect
method [27–30], based on Pontryagin’s principle [33–36]
assessing the solutions. Inequality constraints are carried out
by Pontryagin’s maximum principle. We transformed the
(OCP ) into a new unconstrained (OCP ) formulation that
can be numerically solved. The new unconstrained (OCP )

The interior point method [7, 10, 11], discretizing the
optimality conditions of the (OC), is used. (OC) is transformed into a sequence of problems where the solution
of optimality conditions is a solution of the (OC) problem: Euler scheme discretization combined with Newton
method resolution [11, 38] are used. The annex gives
details of:
•
•

the perturbation of the two last equation of (OC) by a
positive parameter ε corresponding to the complementary conditions,
the optimality conditions, their discretization, and how
to solve the discretized problem.

3 Numerical results
We consider an aircraft landing by fixing initial and final
flight conditions as follow:
0◦
−10◦
−5◦
−10◦
−60 km
−10 km
0
0◦
85 m/s
0.2
125000 kg
3500 m

≤α
≤χ
≤μ
≤φ
≤ x(t)
≤ y(t)
≤t
≤γ
≤ V (t)
≤ δx (t)
≤ m(t)
≤ h(t)

≤ +20◦
≤ +10◦
≤ +5◦
≤ +20◦
≤ 0 km
≤ +10 km
≤ +10 min
≤ γmax = f ree
≤ Vmax = f ree
≤ δxmax = f ree
≤ mf = f ree
≤ hf = f ree
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Vmin = 85 m/s represents the aircraft stall velocity. Some
of these parameters are kept free. Once the processing
steps and calculation efficiency are confirmed, their limit
values are found and given. The data used in this optimization model are taken from an Airbus A300 of which the
specifications are as follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type : Airbus A300 − 600
Powerplants : Two 262.4 kN GE CF6–80C2 or
2 × 275 kN
Weights : max TOF 165900 kg. Operating empty
90965 kg
Wing span 44.84 m. Wing area 260 m2
Length 53.60 m. Height 16.54 m
Max speed : Mach 0.84
Fuel max capacity : 62000 l

The three-dimensional analysis is useful in enhancing the
reliability of the optimization model which it could be
applied in automatic detection of aircraft noise. We consider
R the distance aircraft-observer as:
R = (x − xobs )2 + (y − yobs )2 + h2

λ = ε(C(z, u) − a)−1 ,

μ = ε(b − C(z, u))−1

For the implementation of the penalty parameter ε and
computation, we used the following strategy [39]:
εk+1 = εk /a,

a>1

For each iteration of the interior point method, the algorithm
found an optimal solution. Varying ε from 1 to 1.28 × 10−5 ,
the feasible error increases from 5.6 × 10−12 to 2.1 × 10−7 ,
and the optimality error on the solution varies from 10−10
to 3.8 × 10−9 . The processing time is equal to 5.27 sec
(5.836 CPU). Despite feasibility errors and the time processing duration, this method provides the optimal trajectory and
its flight parameters. The solution trajectory (the optimal
one), the Mach number and the aircraft finesse are shown in
Fig. 1.
Optimization processing confirms a stabilization of the
flight. The altitude h decreases with three gradual slopes.
We observe a two-segment approach with an alignment on
the runway axis with a slope of 3◦ during the last approach
segment. Angle of descent is stable as recommended by
ICAO and aircraft certification [40–42] in favor of our
method. The flight rate descent is about 1060 ft/mn which
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Fig. 1 Optimal flight path,
Mach number and aircraft
finesse variation during the
approach phase

Altitude (m)

where (xobs , yobs , 0) were the coordinates of the observer on
the ground under the flight path. They were located between
10 km and the touchdown point under the flight path. OCP
was discretized along its state z = (V , γ , χ, x, y, h) and
control u = (α, δx , μ) variables. The discretization parameter was N = 100 points because of the solution stability.
To solve the Nε and NLP problems, we used the AMPL
model [12, 17] and a SNOPT solver. They were chosen

after numerous comparisons among other standard solvers
available on the NEOS optimization platform. We used the
call-by-need mechanism which memorized automatically
the result of the cost function in order to speed up call-byname evaluation. This method considers a sequence of Nε
problems (tending ε to zero). The problem Nε is initialized
by centering the state and the control. Then, we initialize the
Lagrange multiplicators as follows:

0.4
0.2

2
1
0

Time (s)
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100

Noise levels (dB)

is close to the one recommended by ICAO and practiced
by the airline companies (1000 ft/mn). The two segment
durations obtained are respectively 39 sec at the altitude
3150 m and 39 sec at 2673 m. This method, characterizing
the continuous descent approach CDA, can be considered
efficient. It should be remembered that the later can not
be the fastest and shortest CDA. Nevertheless, it has the
potential to reduce noise emission and fuel consumption
during the approach. To conclude, the obtained optimal trajectory could be accepted into the airline community. The
soft two-segment approach puts the aircraft in an appropriate envelope with margins for wind uncertainties and
errors. There is no question of vortex separation and problems of intercepting a false glide-slope, given that it must
be intercepted from above. With autopilot or flight director coupling, this approach would be acceptable for use in
regular air carrier service. Aircraft speed, or Mach number, decreases during the first 70 s, remains stable during
almost 460 s (which corresponds to the whole period of
the approach), and decreases during the last 70 s of the
approach. This speed behavior is suitable for the continuous
descent approach accompanied by noise and fuel consumption reduction. The aircraft finesse is bang-bang between its
bounds (0.5 and 2). At a constant speed, when the altitude
decreases the thrust increases. It increases during the second flight period. Additionally, in spite of the fact that the
maximum input values of the aircraft speed, the throttle setting and altitudes are kept free, the method is fast, errors are
weak, and the provided calculations are exact with a correct
convergence. If the guidance is satisfactory and the visual
conditions are met, then CDA is considered as a managed
approach. It allows avoidance of flight difficulties, in particular when the speed falls below the speed target -5 knots
or rises above the speed target +10 knots, the pitch altitude
becomes lower than −5◦ or greater than 12◦ nose up, the
bank angle becomes greater than 7◦ , and when the descent
rate varies suddenly around 1000 ft/min. CDA can help the
flight crew to make timely and correct thrust settings, and
approach path corrections if necessary. It could considerably reduce the go-arounds: pilot workload, fuel and time
of flight reduction. CDA is appropriate for the aircraft stabilization in the lower part of 1000 ft with the right thrust.
Obviously when the flight is not stabilized the go-around
becomes a necessity.
Figure 2 presents noise levels under the flight path versus
the approach distance between 10 km and the touchdown
point on the runway. This figure shows the evolution of
noise levels given by INM under the flight path (INM curve)
[16, 17] for standard trajectories in accordance with ICAO
specifications [22, 40–42], and by the method described in
this paper. During approach, noise levels increase because
the aircraft altitude decreases. The tendency curve of the two
methods (INM and optimization) is similar. By comparison,
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Fig. 2 Noise levels under the flight path (standard and optimal) vs.
approach distance

noise levels obtained by the optimization method are lower
than those obtained by INM. This method can be considered
the best in terms of modeling and calculation. It is powerful and efficient. In spite of the absence of all noise models
of different aircraft sources, the obtained values are close to
experimental measurements, in particular at the certification
point on the ground at 2 km under the flight path.
On the one hand, we can confirm a decrease in noise levels using the optimized flight path. At 2 km under the flight
path, the noise level calculated by INM is equal to 93 dB
for standard trajectories and the optimized level is 89 dB
for the optimal trajectory. The mean noise level obtained by
INM is 85 dB and that obtained for an optimal trajectory
is 82.5 dB. It should be noted that these calculations have
taken into account the only available model of jet noise. Further research is needed including all aircraft noise sources
when they become available. A 4 dB reduction is obtained
in favor of this method compared to INM calculations
at the certification point. On the other hand, comparison
between noise levels corresponding to the standard trajectory obtained by INM, and the optimal trajectory given in
this paper, provides changes due to the altitude of approach.
Those changes are respectively equal to 4.3 % and 4.5 of
JI N M −JOpt
J
−JOpt
and I N M
.
JI N M
JOpt
In addition, we carried out experiments under the aircraft
flight path where we recorded noise levels during one year.
Comparisons between calculations and measurements at the
certification point (2 km) under the flight path have been
performed. The aim of the following work is to validate, by
INM, the calculations undertaken.
The measurements of noise, generated by aircraft at
approach, were carried out under the flight path close to
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–
–
–
–
–

Wind speed (m/s): 1 − 3
Average temperature (◦ C): 15 − 35
Cloudiness (octas): 0 − 2
Humidity (%): 35 − 50
Global radiation (J /cm3 ): 240 − 290

A SIP 95 sound level meter was used to record acoustic
data. The measurement system is inspected every two years
and approved by the French National Laboratory for testing
in accordance with international standards. The microphone
is positioned at 4 m above the ground to comply with
the requirement of the free field condition. The ground is
flat and consists of grass shorter without brush, wood or
obstacles. Two calibrations are performed every day. The
free-field sensitivity level of the microphone and preamplifier in the reference direction, at frequencies over at least
the range of one-third-octave nominal mid-band frequencies from 50 Hz to 10 kHz inclusive, is within 1.0 dB
of that at the calibration check frequency, and within 2.0
dB for nominal mid-band frequencies of 6.3 kHz, 8 kHz
and 10 kHz. The output of the analysis system consists
of one-third octave band sound pressure levels as a function of time, obtained by processing the noise signals with
the following characteristics: a set of 24 one-third octave
band filters [50 Hz–10 kHz]; response and averaging properties in which the output from any one-third octave filter
band is squared, averaged and displayed or stored as timeaveraged sound pressure levels; the interval between successive sound pressure level samples is 500 ms 5 ms for spectral
analysis with or without slow time-weighting. Ambient
noise, including both an acoustical background and electrical noise of the measurement system was recorded for
10 minutes a day with the system gain set at the levels used for the aircraft noise measurements. The recorded

aircraft noise data is acceptable according to international
standards. The exclusion criteria of the recorded data are:
days on which a strike took place and special weather
conditions (gusty winds, stormy rainfall, atmospheric turbulence, etc.). According to the measurement specifications,
we identified and retained 15460 turbojet aircraft approaching the airport in the same conditions representing 84.5 %
(+20 T) of the air traffic (15 % of the air traffic represents propeller aircraft (3–9 T and +20 T) and 0.5 % others
(−3 T and 3–9 T)). In this paper, we analyzed the measured
maximum noise levels. This is because the model described
in the previous sections provide the maximum noise
values.
Figure 3 presents experimental noise levels obtained at
the certification point for our type of aircraft: among the
410 aircraft movements recorded per day, only one aircraft
corresponding to the one chosen for this study landed in
the Lyon Saint-Exupery International Airport corresponded
(A300 type). Maximum noise levels of 365 aircraft are
shown in the figure (one year measurements). Maximum
noise levels vary from 91.9 to 100.7. These variations
depend certainly on the atmospheric conditions, the aircraft
loads or the effective weight in approach (unavailable information), and the type of the procedure initiated by the pilots.
The average experimental value is 95.7 dB whereas the
mean levels obtained by INM and optimization processing
at 2 km under the flight path are respectively of 93.7 dB et
89.3 dB.
On the one hand, the value obtained by INM, at 2 km
under the flight path is in the interval of the observed values. On the other hand, the optimal value is largely below
the measured and INM values. Thus, the optimal flight path

100
Experimental noise levels (dB)

Lyon Saint-Exupery International Airport (France) for one
year according to the annex 16 of the ICAO convention.
Noise signals were recorded on line. Locations for recording
aircraft noise in flight are surrounded by flat terrain having
no excessive sound absorption characteristics (grass fields
cut). No obstructions exist which could influence the sound
field from the aircraft within a conical space above the point
on the ground vertically below the microphone. The cone
being defined by an axis is normal to the ground and is halfangle (80◦ ) from this axis. The type of aircraft was recorded;
it has been collected in real-time for each flight. In this
paper, we present data recorded under flight path at a lateral
distance of 2 km to the touchdown point. This measurement
point corresponds to the certification point of the aircraft.
The stability of atmospheric conditions was checked and
timetabled. The following numbers show their fluctuations
in the intervals where stability criteria are met during measurements. We summarize below meteorological parameters
provided by Meteo France:
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Fig. 3 Maximum noise levels measured at 2 km under the flight path
for one year
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favors a noise level reduction between −11.7 dB and −3
dB. This significant noise reduction could be regarded as
over-estimated because the other models of fuselage (aerodynamic) are not introduced in the optimization model.
Nevertheless, levels obtained by the optimization and modeling processes are promising because the calculated values
are validated by the experiment at the certification point
of the approach. Because the engine performance could
be described in several ways, three calculation methods of
fuel consumption have been carried out using models by
Houacine et al. formulation developed by Benson [17, 44],
Mattingly [21] and Roux [43] respectively. We have calculated the most useful parameter of the engine which is
represented by the fuel consumption. For turbojets, it is
usually expressed as the specific fuel consumption SFC.
It is defined as the weight of the fuel burned per time
unit (kg/second in SI units). Using the optimization method
given in this paper, we have also calculated the ratio of
aircraft thrust on the aircraft static thrust versus speed of
turbojet and by varying bypass ratio (BPR is defined as
the ratio between the mass flow rate of input air to the
mass flow rate passing through the engine core which is
involved in combustion to produce and to increase mechanical energy) for showing benefits of optimization in terms of
thrust reduction during the landing. We have used the Mattingly and Roux plan model of SFC (PIM curve in Fig. 4)
and Houacine et al. (non optimal curve shown in Fig. 4).
In this paper, calculation of fuel consumption is introduced
as a second term of the objective function . We have used
the instantaneous fuel consumption representing the fuel
burnt during the approach period. Because the initial aircraft
mass mt0 is assumed constant and because the weight of the
aircraft at the moment t is (mt0 − mt ), we can write the

1.7

min{φ(ztf , tf )} = min(−mtf )
where (mt0 −mt ) is the final aircraft mass. Figure 4 presents
a comparison result of the fuel consumption calculated
using the three methods described.
The three used models confirmed a decrease of the fuel
consumption during the approach with a variable stage.
Regarding the model of the plan by Mattingly and Roux,
fuel consumption decreased with sudden changes, in particular during the beginning and the end of the approach.
FC is underestimated. The two other models have no sudden change in the FC evolution. The Benson model seems
suitable even if it tends to over-estimate. The model of
optimization provided fuel consumption values between the
two model limits. What can be retained is the fact that the
optimal trajectory would consume less than the standard trajectory. In addition, comparison between models provided
F CN onoptimal −F COpt
F COpt −F CP I M
and
.
10 % and 20 % of
JN onoptimal
JOpt
This fuel consumption could be in favor of optimal flight
path. Models describing engine parameters during flight
operations in different conditions are not often published in
the open literature.
Indeed, in-flight engine database is not provided by
engine manufacturers or airline companies. Data on FC
and thrust versus aircraft Mach, altitude, throttle settings
and power extraction can be correctly modeled because the
physics behind it is well established. The output power of
the turbojet is quite constant with changes in speed, whereas
turbojet provides a constant thrust with speed. Modern aircraft are equipped with engines where the net thrust is
reduced with the increase of the speed and the altitude.
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Figure 5 presents a complementary analysis which can
explain the behavioral characteristics of the fuel consumption that is previously given. It gives, in particular, the thrust
behavior versus aircraft Mach number with bypass ratio
variation. The bypass ratio is varying between 0 and 6.
The propulsive efficiency is confirmed. For any available
engine energy, dynamical thrust is optimized because of the
bypass ratio optimization. This is interpreted by the relationships in an action-reaction propulsion system. Thus, for
a high bypass, the thrust is generally derived from the duct
of the fan, rather than from combustion gases expanding
in the engine nozzle. A high bypass ratio provides a lower
thrust specific fuel consumption (grams/sec fuel per unit of
thrust).
Low-bypass system is more fuel efficient and is much
quieter. Low bypass ratios do not tend to be favored for civilian aircraft because of the compromise between improved
fuel economy and the requirements of the performance
of the aircraft in terms of flight paths and its stability.
The behavior of thrust is common and does not present
any sharp nor sudden fluctuations. Constraints on engine
parameters can easily impact on the engine pressure and
its temperature, and could be critical at some operating
points. This is why fuel consumption has a significant role
and is associated with engine performance. This association
has the advantage of giving lower thrust values for extending engine life and reducing loads. Engine performance of
modern engines depends on requirements of accessories,
engine size, inlet and duct design, air conditioning system compressor, hydraulic pumps power, alternators power,
inlet and exhaust duct losses, ... Because of the technological development of these engines, thrust is reduced; but
fuel consumption can increase. Optimization of the flight
path associated with new technological developments contribute significantly to the reduction of fuel consumption.
Environmental impact and fuel consumption are reduced by
the use of optimization process for departures and arrivals.
Operation management could be also improved by using
optimized flight path. In addition, these flight path parameters can be integrated in the flight management system
of the aircraft, and used in the autopilot system. This is
a promising objective of this research. This bypass ratio
study could contribute to provide numerical results and data
for the future generation engines which will have a higher
bypass ratio. In association with passive control noise systems, the primary advantage of this contribution should be
engine efficiency analysis and weight savings. The second
advantage, linked to the first, is the drag reduction. The
third advantage, related to the increase of the bypass ratio,
helps airline manufacturers to suggest the best arrangement
of nacelle components to facilitate convenient removal and
replacement of engines without subjecting nacelle to high
stresses. To conclude, optimization of flight path induces
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fuel consumption savings, noise reduction and improvement
of the engines-BPR knowledge.

4 Conclusion
Optimization model is expected to replace empirical models for well-established applications such as predicting
noise contours around airports and fuel savings. Despite
numerical complexity, feasibility errors and time processing
duration, this paper suggests a method which provides optimal trajectory and its parameters reducing noise and fuel
consumption. In this technical paper, we applied the best
numerical method associated with an adequate algorithm we
have developed for solving aircraft trajectory optimization
problem. It has taken into account jet noise source, fuel consumption, aircraft constraints and its operational extreme
limits. Additionally, in spite of the fact that the maximum
input values of the aircraft speed, the throttle setting and
altitudes are kept free, the method gives reliable results.
It is fast, errors are weak, and calculations are exact with
a suitable convergence time. This new original approach
contributes to improve scientific knowledge in the field of
environmental impact reduction of aircraft.
The altitude decreases with three gradual slopes with two
segments. Aircraft alignment on the runway axis is performed with a slope of 3◦ during the last approach segment.
Angle of descent is stable as recommended by ICAO and
aircraft certification. The flight rate descent is about 1060
ft/mn which is close to the one recommended by ICAO and
practiced by the airline companies.
This method characterizes the continuous descent
approach (CDA) which has the potential to reduce noise
emission and fuel consumption during the approach. The
obtained optimal trajectory could be accepted into the airline community. The soft two-segment approach puts the
aircraft in an appropriate envelope with margins for wind
uncertainties and errors. With autopilot or flight director
coupling, this numerical method could be acceptable for use
in regular air carrier service.
In addition, Mach number decreases during a short period
of the flight and remains stable during the whole approach.
The aircraft finesse is bang-bang between its bounds. At
a constant speed, when the altitude decreases, the thrust
increases. It increases during the second flight period. If the
guidance is satisfactory and the visual conditions are met,
CDA is considered as a managed approach.
Evolution of the obtained noise levels under the flight
path, given by INM for standard trajectories in accordance
with ICAO specifications, is compared with the optimized
values behavior. By comparison, optimized noise levels are
lower than those obtained by INM. In spite of the absence
of all noise models of different aircraft sources, calculated
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values are close to experimental measurements. A decrease
in noise levels can be confirmed when practicing the optimized flight path. A 4 dB reduction is obtained in favor of
the optimization method.
In addition, we carried out experiments under the aircraft
flight path to validate benefits of flight path optimization in
term of noise reduction. Measurements of noise were performed under the flight path close to Saint-Exupery Lyon
International Airport during one year. We identified 15460
turbojet aircraft executing approaches of the airport in the
same conditions: 84.5 % (+20 T) of the air traffic are turbojet aircraft, 15 % are propeller aircraft (3–9 T and +20
T) and 0.5 % others (−3 T and 3–9 T). 360 aircraft are
A300 or equivalent. Maximum noise levels vary from 91.9
dB to 100.7 dB. These variations depend certainly on the
atmospheric conditions, the aircraft loads, and the procedure variations initiated by the pilots. At the certification
point, average experimental values is 95.7 dB whereas the
mean levels obtained by INM and the optimization method
are respectively 93.7 dB and 89.3 dB. Optimal mean value
is largely below the measured and INM values. Thus, comparisons show that optimal flight path favors noise level
reduction. This significant reduction could be regarded as
over-estimated because the other noise models of fuselage
are not introduced in the optimization model. Nevertheless,
the optimization method is promising.
Engine performance is assessed by three calculation
methods. Using the optimization method, we have calculated the ratio of aircraft thrust on the aircraft static thrust
versus speed and by varying bypass ratio. Calculation of
the fuel consumption is introduced as a second term of
the cost function. In the open literature, specific fuel consumption have underestimated or overestimated the burned
fuel, or shown sudden changes. Optimization model provides fuel consumption values between the two first model
limits. Optimal trajectory consumes less than the standard
trajectory. Comparison between models provided 10 % to
20 % of fuel savings in favor of the optimized flight path.
The behavior of the thrust has no sudden fluctuations,
confirming the propulsive efficiency. For available engine
energy, dynamical thrust is optimized because of the bypass
ratio improvement. This is interpreted by the relationships in
an action-reaction propulsion system. Constraints on engine
parameters easily impact the engine pressure, its temperature and could be critical at some operating points. This
is why analysis of fuel consumption has a significant role
because it is associated with engine performance. This
association has the advantage to lower thrust values for
extending engine life and reducing loads.
To conclude, optimization of flight path associated with
new technological developments should contribute significantly to the reduction of noise and fuel consumption. In
particular, association with passive control noise systems,
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one of the advantages of this contribution should be engine efficiency analysis and weight savings. Environmental impacts and fuel consumption are reduced by trajectory
optimization of aircraft during arrivals. Optimized flight
path can be integrated in the flight management system
and can be used in the autopilot system. This is a promising objective of this research. Further research is needed to
include airframe noise sources, and air-brake systems.
Issues and alternatives Aviation industry is crucial to world
trade. Its global economic impact is equivalent to more than
7.5 per cent of world GDP. It directly employs more than
5.5 million people world-wide. Besides economic impacts,
aviation plays a pivotal role in connecting communities. The
low cost flights have supported a strong demand growth.
Neither reduction at source using quieter aircraft nor operational restrictions (noise action plans, direct government
regulation or voluntary airport initiatives) are delivering satisfactory mitigation. ICAO Balanced Approach to aircraft
noise control consists of identifying noise problems at an
airport, then analyzing various measures. Long-term measures must force the solutions at regional level: reduction
of noise at source and certification; phase-out of noncertificated airplanes; noise charges; and land-use planning
and management. Short-term measure must facilitate the
solutions at local level, like noise abatement procedures
and mitigation of aircraft operation. It is a major challenge
for the future of air transport in the context of economic
development linked to compliance with the conditions of
people living near airports. The land use planning element
of ICAO’s balanced approach is difficult to implement.
The use of advanced aircraft, optimized flight paths and
improved airspace management offer the most immediate
ways to mitigate aviation’s environmental impact. However,
against growing demand for air transportation system these
efforts alone are unlikely to be sufficient for a significant
impact reduction in the long term. This paper gives a new
change to flight path approach which is characterized as a
noise abatement technique. Pilots can descend at the rate
best suited to the achievement of continuous descent, with
the objective to join the glide path at the appropriate height.
Rather than deploying flaps and descending through a given
number of flight levels, the aircraft flight a continuous
steady descent at a fixed angle. It should be remembered that
P(recision)-RNAV in Europe, defined as operations which
satisfy a required track keeping accuracy of 1 NM for at
least 95 % of the flight time, is not in contradiction with the
optimized flight path developed in this paper.
The main benefit of the optimized flight paths are that
they avoid flaps deployment and thrust changes. The aircraft may also be higher at points along the approach path.
Because of little few gear and flap changes, aircraft stay
higher along the descent segments contributing to noise
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and fuel reduction. Because of environment benefits, the
use of the optimized flight path as a noise management
tool is advocated by regulators worldwide, from the ICAO
to national governments. It also helps to reduce fuel consumption allowing an added value for airlines. Optimized
flight path is advised, promoted, and incorporated in a voluntary code of practice compiled by airlines, air traffic
control, airport authorities and the transport departments
of the European countries. This is a major action intending to emphasize measures that can increase flight number
and avoiding air traffic saturation. Because of the growth
in traffic, more flights can join the final approach without
conflict and with less community annoyance. Thus, a compromise should be found between environmental acceptability, the lower cost of design, development, production and
exploitation, and increasing the operational capacity of the
airspace.
Policy recommendations It is clear that neither quieter aircraft nor operational restrictions are satisfactory. Nevertheless, optimized flight paths have potential environmental and economical benefits compared to the present day
approach procedures including:
•
•
•
•

higher altitude during a large part of the approach,
lower power settings with clean aircraft configuration,
more flexibility in definition of approach path geometry, enabling the procedure designer to define approach
paths away from residential area
additional advantage of the safety issue by reducing
third party risk.

There is sufficient evidence in this paper to support further assessment of optimized flight paths which provide
flexibility where problems of flight concentration exist.
Annoyance is strongly influenced by the number of aircraft.
Noise policies and measures, taking into account the traffic
increase, have contributed to the communities living around
airports. Limiting the number of the population impacted
by aircraft noise can improve the quality of life for them
and reduce the effect of concentrated flight paths. Noise
problem has evolved over the last decades and become sensitive because it is now associated to air pollution problems
affecting health population. Air traffic increase, new aircraft
technology and airspace management associated to local
action by airport operators makes the environmental policy reliable. Because of air traffic increase, the difficulty in
modifying flight paths location and protecting the population have all added to the complexity of this environmental
problem. A new policy needs to consider these issues, and
a perpetual revision should be a high priority. We recommend that the policy needs to include a general environmental duty in performing its operational actions. Airport
authorities and the policy need to have a sharp regard for

environmental factors alongside the safety and consumer
objectives. Failure to do this will leave airport authorities to
explain what is reasonable when taking decisions on matters
such as airspace changes.
The preliminary question is what is the best way to
achieve environment objectives associating technological
development, the renewal of aircraft, implementation of
aircraft optimized procedures, airspace management, ... In
addition to new environmental finding allowing to improve
environmental impacts of aircraft, scientific communities
need to provide specific guidance relevant to air navigation functions. Air traffic authorities also need to update
the existing guidance, and European governments should
extend a revision of the existing noise policy. Airport operators, governmental environmental committees, airlines,
air traffic managers and aircraft manufacturers should be
actively engaged to initiate trials to assess the potential benefits of the combined possible solutions. Both governments
and aircraft industries should address actions toward greenhouse gas emissions from aircraft and fuel saving rather
than focusing on the only noise issues where emerging ideas
could be developed.
Sustainability is a key issue for aviation which is united
in its commitment to develop global solutions for the sustainable future of international civil aviation. With the
flight paths to a sustainable future initiatives, ICAO has
highlighted the capability of national authorities, aircraft
manufacturers, airlines, air navigation service providers,
and other stakeholders to work together to make this new
flight paths possible. In addition, sustainability for airports means not only minimizing environmental impacts but
also communicating about the social and economic benefits of airports and aviation. Without taking into account
the social requests, airports will not be able to meet
future capacity demands. The following topics have to be
considered:
-

-

-

Safety and security (safety, sustainable development
and control capacity, airport development, automatic
assistance of control, ...);
Management and user service;
European construction and preparation of the future
(Airspace, SESAR, support the implementation of the
new coming technologies of communication, navigation, monitoring, ...);
World politics of air traffic navigation.

They are declined in four major actions to support:
1. promoting research and development into new low
noise engine and airframe technologies;
2. implementing the regulatory framework agreed by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) using
the balanced approach to noise management;
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3. implementing EU Directives which require periodic
noise mapping;
4. the use of economic instruments which should have no
limitations for long-term benefits.
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Fε is the set of optimal conditions, and X = (zk , uk ,
pk , λk , μk ) the variable vector. (OCP ) is then successfully
solved for decreasing ε with a non-growth of the cost.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author(s) and source are credited.

Annex
Perturbing the last two equations corresponding to the
complementary conditions, by a positive parameter ε, we
obtained:

This is the optimality conditions of the following problem:
⎧
tf
⎪
⎪
(ε (z(t), u(t)) + φε (z(t), tf ))dt
⎨ min
0
(Pε )
⎪
⎪
⎩
ż(t) = f (z(t), u(t)), t ∈ [0, tf ]
ε is the logarithmic barrier of (Pε ):
ε (z, u) + φε (z, tf ) = (z, u) + φ(z, tf )
−ε

log(Ci (z, u) − ai )
i

+ log(bi − Ci (z, u))
−εD(z)
To solve (OC), we solved a sequence of problems (OCε )
by tending ε to zero. When ε decreases to 0, the solution of optimal conditions (OCε ) is a solution of (OC).
Discretization of the continuous optimal conditions provided a set of non-linear equations, which is solved for
the discretized control, state and costate vectors using the
Newton method [37]. Euler schema provided for (OCε ) the
following system:

We obtained a set of equations which are solved under the
boundary constraints corresponding to the multiplicators:
⎧
⎨ Fε (X) = 0
λk ≥ 0
(Nε )
⎩
μk ≤ 0
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